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 You will find out how exactly to create and organise a CHIC WARDROBE, as being a FRENCH
WOMAN. Do you want your clothes to show you off to your best advantage? You'll get the following:
MOTIVATION to truly get you started STEP-BY-STEP information on decluttering ORGANISATION
ideas Reward chapter on how best to create a classic wardrobe with essentials that work EXERCISES TIPS
And far, much more On scanning this book, you'll discover the hows and whys of the clutterer’s brain. She
draws from her lifestyle in France to provide you with simple advice and tips to inspire you to declutter and
tidy your closet today. Marie-Anne Lecoeur may be the French writer of "HOW EXACTLY TO BE CHIC
AND ELEGANT", "PEAR Form" and "PLUS SIZE". Are you crying out for a assisting hand? Do you lack
motivation and know-how? You will feel motivated to tidy and declutter your closet.Are you stuck in a rut
and in despair over your untidy closet? Adhere to Marie-Anne Lecoeur’s simple guidelines and begin
tidying your closet today! As there’s no better time compared to the present, purchase this book now!
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Helpful, simple, individual, concise. This book may help someone who is immobilized for whatever reason
and cannot attack their overstuffed, cluttered closet. The author (your brand-new smart, patient best friend)
holds your hands and goes through the mental process initial: deciding whether to obvious it out and
organize, and just why it matters. She suggests lining up a "declutter buddy" showing or share before &
With therefore much focus on conspicuous consumption inside our society today it really is refreshing to
learn about ways to reduce all this excess in our closets and eventually in our homes! Addititionally there is
practical advice on classic clothing, shoes and what to buy so when.really glad I bought this one. In the
event you keep, sell, give away, ditch or store? Hence book goes from mindless bargain trying to find
whatever’s in to really curating your closet.Ask yourself these questions before making a decision:Does it
match me? This book can advantage just about everybody except, maybe, a person who is definitely a
minimalist already!Could it be 'me'?Does it produce me say 'wow'?Could it be too old, in bad condition or
history its 'wear-by-date'? Five Stars Helped out a lot Four Stars It helped me get organized in lots of
ways.Is it classic and good quality enough for multiple wears and/ or years?Do I already have something
similar? I acquired my suspicions, but it was great to see it in writing. Easy to read, easy to follow
techniques for decluttering your closet -with a French twist I found this book to be entertaining along with
useful in motivating me to completely clean out my closet and keep only those items that I love and so are
also hopefully common parts. The last chapter is definitely helpful information for what classic items every
closet should contain. I believed this will be extremely useful as I review the clothing that are left to observe
what I have that's common and what I need to buy in the near future. organizing the mess I learned how to
straighten out the junk I have already been hanging to and how to assemble a new classy yet functional
closet while putting together an excellent fresh tidy closet and drawers in one sitting. Only 1/4 of the way
into this book and is solving numerous problems that make dressing challenging..The essence of her advice
is summed up here:This is the time to undergo your items one by one, making the decision as you go. Best
closet reserve ever! I now know what pieces to maintain for a classic wardrobe for all events year around.
Finally We was glad to discover I'm just a clutterer rather than a hoarder.Finally, does your hubby think that
you are sexy in it? I recomend this quick examine if you are on the edge, to find good ways to organize. Not
just their closets, but it addittionally helps in the rest of ones life as well. Helpful Advice for All Fast, easy
read that is mostly common sense though it will help in kicking your butt to go ahead and begin to clean
your home, your closet, your clutter. She's practical, helpful advice along with the effects of keeping the
mess on a physical and psychological level. She's no judgement and advocates a number of different
methods that help all sorts of people. And then, the big clean. Worth the go through!Does it suit my
personality and my style? great plan What great ideas-so easy-loaded with great tips, plans and structure-
stage by step-easy to get and stay motivated-and continue daily-so you do not get overwhelmed- Good
Riddance Enjoyed the chic and elegant handbook so very much that I purchased the tidy closet!.! after
photos with.. I also bought the "gentle art of Swedish death cleaning" reserve. Both books give amazing tips
about how to minimize all of the excess that we have in our closets and in our homes. We have to think of
others and long term generations and how all of this excess will adversely affect them!! The French motto is
"less is more" is actually the only path to take our lives!!! Good, useful information Useful information.
Excellent tips Good ideas to help you get and stay organized. Same ol' same ol' Very easy read but actually
just a rehash of familiar ideas. Lecoeur will walk you through wardrobe evaluation, decluttering, washing
and arranging your closet and help you test your clothing to produce a classic wardrobe. If in doubt, try
things on. Four Stars Closet still not tidy..! Great ideas! Although I know I have to clean MY closet, I
haven't done it yet but now that I have read this publication, I am actually going to do it this weekend. Worth
the kindle cost. As someone who wants to shop, I as well possess a closet of mess that the author has helped
me rethink.Will it go with as many of my other clothing as possible?.! however, a few of the details was
common sense. Ms. No brand-new or earth shattering recommendations or solutions. Just OK.
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